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Abstract

A single layer of voids in a ductile material is considered to study the effect of this material imperfection on the onset of

shear band localization, and to study the failure evolution in the void-sheet mechanism. The layer is inclined relative to the

main tensile direction, and the initially spherical voids are taken to be uniformly spaced both along the inclined direction

and transverse to it. The material is elastic-viscoplastic with isotropic hardening. When the solid is subjected to a prescribed

strain-rate and the shear band width is negligible compared to specimen dimensions, an infinite ratio of the strain-rate in

the band relative to the overall prescribed strain-rate defines the onset of localization. For each stress-state analyzed a

limited number of initial inclinations of the void layer are considered, with an angular spacing of 5 degrees, and the angle of

inclination giving the smallest critical strain is used as a good approximation of the critical band orientation. Different initial

void sizes, relative to the void spacing, are considered. It is shown that increased void spacing in the transverse direction

significantly delays localization. Also the effects of different levels of strain hardening are compared. The evolution of the

void shape during shear localization is studied, to be able to follow the void-sheet failure mechanism. The critical strain for

the onset of void coalescence is compared with the critical strain for shear bands.

Keywords: Shear bands, localization, large strain, viscoplasticity, void shape evolution.

1 Introduction

In a ductile metal containg voids fracture due to final

coalescence of an array of uniformly growing voids is seen

in some cases, as at the centre of the neck in a round ten-

sile bar. But in other cases a point of bifurcation away from

the uniform state of deformation is reached before coales-

cence. In studies based on continuum models of dilational

plastic deformation Rudnicki and Rice [1] and Yamamoto [2]

have shown that the critical strain for shear band instabili-

ties is much reduced by plastic dilatation. For a microporous

metal the properties can be represented by the dilational plas-

ticity model of Gurson [3], where bifurcation into a shear

band corresponds to loss of ellipticity of the governing dif-

ferential equations (Yamamoto [2], Tvergaard [4], Saje, Pan

and Needleman [5]). Often, localization in a shear band is

not initiated at a bifurcation point, but results from an ini-

tial imperfection which grows and gradually leads to plastic

flow localization, where the plastic deformations continue

only inside the band while elastic unloading has occurred

outside the band [2, 5]. In connection with shear bands in

porous metals there is much interest in the void-sheet frac-

ture mechanism discussed by Rogers [6], where the voids

inside the band continue growing towards coalescence while

they are being smeared out in the plastic shear field. Failure

in this void-sheet mechanism develops whether or not the

shear band initiated from an imperfection or from a bifurca-

tion. The shear localization is often observed in the ligament

between two larger voids (Van Stone and Psioda [7], Tver-

gaard [8]).

There has been much recent interest in studies of ductile

failure by void growth to coalescence, e.g. in a recent review

by Benzerga et al. [9] where several aspects are discussed.

The effect of void shape evolution during ductile failure in

a shear field has been analysed by Barsoum and Faleskog

[10], Tvergaard [11], Nielsen et al [12], and Morin et al. [13].

The behavior of such voids in a cyclic shear field has been

analyzed in [14]. There has also been recent studies of strain

gradient effects on void growth to coalescence by Holte et

al. [15].

The analysis of shear band development in a homoge-

neously deformed porous medium, e.g. represented by the

Gurson model, makes use of the requirement that there has

to be compatibility and equilibrium along the interface to the

shear band, but otherwise the material inside the band as well

as that outside remains homogeneously deformed on either

side of the interface plane. However, if the initial imperfec-

tion inside the band is represented in terms of discrete voids

there will not be a plane between the inside and outside fields

that remains exactly planar, and the fields will not remain ho-

mogeneous.

In a plane strain analysis of void-sheet failure Tvergaard

[16] considered an imperfection in the form of a row of uni-

formly spaced circular cylindrical voids, initially inclined to

the main tensile direction. At increasing distance from the

row of voids the stress and strain fields approach the uniform

fields far away from the voids. Therefore, the approxima-

tion was made that at a chosen plane well away from the

voids compatibility with the uniform far field is prescribed

together with equilibrium on the average. In [9] also the

presence of a rigid inclusion inside the void and the effect of

contact between the inclusion and the void surface after void

nucleation are accounted for. The same method was later



used by Tvergaard and Needleman [17] to study nonlocal ef-

fects on localization in a void-sheet and by Tvergaard [18] to

study void-sheet failure under stress states near pure shear.

A somewhat similar method has been used in 3D analyses

by Tekoğlu et al. [19] to study the competition between lo-

calization and void coalescence as the main mechanism for

initiating ductile fracture and by Barsoum and Faleskog [20].

The present investigation uses a 3D version of the model

from [16], with the matrix material around the voids rep-

resented as elastic-viscoplastic. Different stress states are

considered for the uniformly deformed material outside the

band region, for different ratios of the void radius to the void

spacing along the inclined band. Also the effect of differ-

ent transverse void spacing is analysed, as well as the effect

of the strain hardening level. For each imperfection consid-

ered a number of initial band inclinations are analysed to get

an estimate of the lowest critical strain for localization. The

analyses make it possible to study the evolution of void shape

near the onset of the shear band instability.

2 Problem Formulation

The initial imperfection analysed consists of spherical

voids with initial radius R0 placed on a plane inclined by the

angle ψ0 relative to the x1 axis, with spacing 2D0 along the

inclined plane and the spacing 2C0 in the transverse direction

parallel to the x3 axis, see Fig. 1. The outer planes limiting

the layer analysed numerically are indicated by dashed lines

in Fig. 1, with a distance B0 from the void plane, when mea-

sured parallel to the x2 axis.

Most of the numerical studies are carried out

by analysing the unit cell shaded in Fig. 1, where

A0 = D0 cos(ψ0) . On the x3 axis the displacements in the x1

and x2 directions are zero, and in origo, at the void center,

all displacements are zero. Also, the tractions on the void

surface are zero.

On the two sides at AD and BC the stresses and displace-

ments satisfy periodicity conditions, which are enforced by

using a penalty method. On the plane at AB the stresses and

displacements satisfy rotational symmetry about the x3 axis,

which is also enforced by a penalty method. On the planes

x3 = 0 and x3 =C0 symmetry conditions are prescribed. It is

noted that if instead symmetry conditions were prescribed on

the planes x3 = −C0 and x3 = C0, this would give the same

result, as these are also planes of symmetry for the solution.

Finally, on the plane at DC the displacements relative to those

at point D are taken to be fully compatible with those in the

uniformly strained solid outside the layer, and the average

stresses equal the stresses in the uniformly strained solid.

For the material outside the layer the uniform stress

fields and strain fields are first determined in the elastic-

viscoplastic material with a prescribed strain rate ε̇22 = ε̇O
2

in the main tensile direction. In this solution fixed stress ra-

tios are prescribed by specifying the constants κ1 and κ3 ,

where Σ1 = κ1Σ2 and Σ3 = κ3Σ2 and Σ2 > 0. At regular

time intervals these stresses and strains are tabulated so that

at any time in the numerical solution the values to be used as

boundary conditions on the end plane of the unit cell at DC

can be found by interpolation in the table. It is noted that the

shear band will be very thin compared to the dimensions of

the solid, and therefore the strain rate in the material outside

the layer will be equal to that applied to the whole solid.

In the material outside the layer the value of the mean

stress is ΣM = 1
3
(Σ1 +Σ2 +Σ3) =

1
3
(κ1 + 1+κ3)Σ2 and the

Mises stress is

Σe =
√

1
2
[(Σ1 −Σ2)2 +(Σ2 −Σ3)2 +(Σ3 −Σ1)2]

=
√

1
2
[(κ1 −1)2 +(1−κ3)2 +(κ3 −κ1)2] Σ2

(1)

such that the stress triaxiality, T , in terms of the stress ratios

κ1 and κ3 is

T =
ΣM

Σe

=

√
2

3

κ1 +1+κ3
√

[(κ1 −1)2 +(1−κ3)2 +(κ3 −κ1)2]
(2)

The Lode parameter, L, is

L =
2σ2 −σ1 −σ3

σ1 −σ3
(3)

where the order is σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ σ3 . Here, Σ2 is always the

largest, i.e. σ1 = Σ2, whereas κ1 and κ3 define whether or

not Σ1 ≥ Σ3.

x1

x2

A

B

C

D

A0

B0

2D0

2D0

2R0

ψ0

ϕ0

Fig. 1. A planar view of the 3D unit cell, which has the dimension

C0 in the x3 direction. The unit cell shown shaded is used for most

computations. Also an alternative unit cell is shown, tilted by an angle

ϕ0 relative to the x2 axis (shown for ϕ0 = ψ0).



Fig. 1 also shows an alternative unit cell, rotated by an

angle ϕ0 relative to the x2 axis. With the same periodicity

conditions and other boundary conditions mentioned above

for the shaded unit cell, this alternative unit cell can also be

used to solve the localization problem. The important com-

mon thing for the two unit cells is that at the top of the cell,

at DC, full compatibility with the uniform deformation field

outside the layer is required, together with equilibrium on

the average. Then, for different values of the angle ϕ0 the

function of the unit cell is simply to determine the stress and

strain fields inside the layer.

The elasto-plastic material model used accounts for

small elastic but finite plastic deformations in a visco-plastic

formulation. The components of the second-order non-

symmetric velocity gradient tensor, Li j 6= L ji, are determined

by Li j =
∂u̇i

∂x j
= u̇i, j , where the displacement field compo-

nents for the material are ui and a superposed dot indicates a

time derivative. The symmetric part of Li j is the strain rate,

Di j = D ji, and the antisymmetric part is the continuum spin

tensor, ωi j =−ω ji. The strain rate is decomposed into elastic

and plastic parts as

Di j = De
i j +D

p
i j (4)

where the superscripts e and p denote the elastic and plas-

tic parts, respectively. The isotropic elasticity relations are

assumed to be given by Hooke’s law through the constitutive

tensor Ci jkl determined by Young’s modulus, E, and Pois-

son’s ratio, ν .

Assuming normality and a Mises yield surface with

σe =
√

3
2
si jsi j , where the stress deviator is si j = σi j −

1
3
δi jσkk and σi j = σ ji is the symmetric Cauchy stress, the

viscoplastic part of the strain rate is taken to be

D
p
i j = φ̇

3

2

si j

σe

; φ̇ = ε̇0

(

σe

g(εp)

)1/m

(5)

where the magnitude of the plastic strain increment is φ̇, ε̇0

is a reference strain rate, m is a strain rate sensitivity param-

eter and g(εp) = σ0

(

1+ εp

ε0

)n

is an isotropic deformation

dependent power-law hardening function. Here, σ0 is the

initial uniaxial reference stress and ε0 and n are the harden-

ing parameters. The accumulated effective plastic strain, εp,

is

εp =
∫

ε̇p dt ; ε̇p =

√

2

3
D

p
i j D

p
i j (6)

The objective rate with respect to ωi j,
▽

( ), of the symmetric

Kirchhoff stress, τi j = τ ji, is introduced as [21]

▽

τ i j=Ci jklD
e
kl =Ci jkl(Dkl −D

p
kl) (7)

such that the rate of the Cauchy stress is

σ̇i j =
▽

τ i j +ωikσk j +σikω jk −σi jDkk (8)

It is noted, that Dkk = De
kk ≃ 0 due to plastic incompressibil-

ity, where D
p
kk ≡ 0.

For a time-independent elastic-plastic solid flow local-

ization is said to occur when elastic unloading takes place in

all the material outside the shear band. In the present analysis

for an elastic-viscoplastic solid such strain rate reversal is not

allowed for, as a constant positive strain-rate ε̇O
2 is prescribed

outside the band. In an analysis for localization in an elastic-

viscoplastic polycrystal Tvergaard and Needleman [22] have

defined localization by the occurrence of a very large effec-

tive plastic strain rate inside the band, relative to the refer-

ence strain rate. Based on the displacement rates in the x1

direction at points A and D in Fig. 1 a measure of the rate of

shear straining in the band is introduced as

ės =
−u̇A

1 + u̇D
1

A0
(9)

When the rate of increase of the ratio ės/ε̇0 grows very large

localization occurs, as defined by ės/ε̇0 > 104.

Based on the change of length of the straight line be-

tween B and C in Fig. 1 an average logarithmic strain εBC can

be calculated. Then, the evolution of the ratio εBC/ε2 can be

plotted as an estimate of the straining of the cell. The void

volume V during the deformation is calculated by numerical

integration, so that the evolution of the volume normalized

by the initial volume, V/V0, can be plotted.

3 Numerical method

An updated Lagrangian formulation [21, 23] based on

the principle of virtual work is used. Disregarding body

forces the incremental form of the principle of virtual work

in terms of the Kirchhoff stress is [23, 24]

∆t

∫
V

(

▽

τ i j δDi j −σi j(2DikδDk j −Lk jδLki)
)

dV =

∆t

∫
S

Ṫiδu̇idS−
[∫

V
σi jδDi jdV −

∫
S

Tiδu̇idS

] (10)

where V is the volume and S is the surface, Ti = σi jn j are the

tractions and δu̇i are the virtual velocities, all referred to the

current deformed configuration. Therefore, τi j is identical

to σi j . The bracketed terms in Eq. (10) vanish if the cur-

rent state satisfies equilibrium. However, due to numerical

errors the solution tends to drift away from the true equilib-

rium path, and including the bracketed terms in Eq. (10) as

an additional load term, prevents such drifting.

For the numerical finite element solution the cell is dis-

cretisized using iso-parametric, quadratic 20-node brick ele-

ments with three translational degrees of freedom per node.



Reduced 2× 2× 2 Gauss integration is adopted within each

element. Fig. 2 shows an example of a mesh consisting

of 1184 elements (17385 DOFs) for a unit cell specified by

B0/A0 = 4,C0/A0 = 1,R0/D0 = 0.25 and ψ0 = 35o . The el-

ements near the void are made smaller, in order to represent

the large deformations expected during void expansion. In

each increment, the time step, ∆t, for the next increment is

adjusted according to (ε̇p)max ·∆t ≤ 10−5 , where (ε̇p)max is

the maximum effective plastic strain rate in any Gauss point.

To compute the finite element solution three sub-

problems are solved, and in each case the average stresses

on the top surface of the cell, at CD in Fig. 1, are determined

for the x1 and x2 directions. Subsequently, the three solutions

are superposed to obtain the solution with the correct aver-

age stresses on the top surface. In the first sub-problem the

deformations and rotations of the top plane are specified as

required according to the required compatibility with the uni-

formly strained solid outside the layer, but the displacement

increments at the top plane are chosen small. In the next

two sub-problems the deformations and rotations of the top

plane are taken to be zero, but the displacement increments

of the top plane are given a small specified value, first in the

x4x4x1

x2x2

x3

Fig. 2. Example of mesh for B0/A0 = 4,C0/A0 = 1,R0/D0 =
0.25 and ψ0 = 35o.

x1 direction, and then in the x2 direction. Subsequently, the

amounts of the two last solutions to be superposed on the so-

lution to the first sub-problem are calculated so that also the

average stresses on the top plane are as required according to

the uniformly strained solid outside the layer.

4 Results

Most of the numerical analyses are carried out for the

material parameters σ0/E = 0.003 , Poisson’s ratio ν = 1/3,

the strain hardening exponent n = 0.1 , the strain hardening

parameter ε0 = 0.002 , the reference strain rate ε̇0 = 0.001s−1

and the strain rate exponent m = 0.01 . The dimensions of

the unit cell are specified by B0 = 4A0 and C0 = A0 , and

the material is taken to be an isotropic Mises solid. In all

cases the prescribed strain rate outside the layer is taken to

be ε̇O
2 = ε̇0.

In Fig. 3 the stress-ratios in the material outside the layer

are specified by κ1 = 0.0 and κ2 = 0.5 , so that T = 0.5774

and L = 0 , corresponding to the stress state in uniaxial

plane strain tension. The initial void radius is given by

R0/D0 = 0.35 . Calculations have been carried out for four

different values of the angle of inclination ψ0 of the layer

containing the imperfection, 25o,30o,35o and 40o, respec-

tively. Fig. 3a shows the evolution of the void volume, V/V0,

vs. the straining ε2 outside the layer, for the four angles. Fig.

3b shows the evolution of the relative strain, εBC/ε2 , and

Fig. 3c shows the measure of the rate of shear straining in

the band, ės/ε̇0, as given by Eq. (9). It is seen that the ratio

ės/ε̇0 is small during most of the deformation, but then grows

very large at a well-defined strain value, which gives the crit-

ical strain for localization. The curves for V/V0 show that the

void volumes increase some during the localization process,

but in fact for the critical layer inclination, ψ0 = 35o, where

the onset of localization occurs first, the void volume has not

reached twice the initial volume.

On the curve for ψ0 = 40o in Fig. 3a the void growth is

slower than found for the other three cases, and the growth

stops completely at the end of the curve, during shear local-

ization. When localization is reached in this case the current

angle of inclination of the layer is ψc = 50.4o. In many ear-

lier investigations of shear band localization in porous met-

als (e.g. see Tvergaard [25]) it is characteristic that the lo-

calization strain increases rapidly soon after that the value

of the current angle of inclination ψ has exceeded 45o, and

for slightly larger angles no localization is predicted at all.

Thus, it is expected that here ψ0 = 40o is in the range where

the localization strain is increasing and that for slightly larger

values of ψ0 no localization would be predicted at all.

The development of the relative strain εBC/ε2 is shown

in Fig. 3b for the four different initial inclinations of the

layer. In each case the ratio increases to somewhere around

1.4 to 1.8 at localization. However, it should be noticed that

the final strain ratio at localization depends on the choice

of aspect ratio for the unit cell. If B0/A0 was chosen much

larger the relative strain εBC/ε2 at localization would be close

to unity. The unit cell is chosen such that the stress and

strain states will become nearly uniform, and approaching



the stress and strain states specified outside the layer, at a

distance of about 0.5 to 1.0 times the void spacing, above the

bottom of the cell. Thus, the increase of εBC above ε2 is only

a result of the shear band forming along the layer of voids,

and the void expansion. It is noted that each of the curves in

Fig. 3b indicate the localization strain by the very high slope

at the end, as is shown most clearly by the curves in Fig. 3c.

For the most critical case in Fig. 3, ψ0 = 35o, Fig. 4a

shows the deformed unit cell, and the strain contours, at the
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Fig. 3. For κ1 = 0.0 and κ3 = 0.5 and R0/D0 = 0.35 . a) Void

volume vs. straining outside the layer. b) Average strain in unit cell vs.

straining outside the layer. c) Measure of the rate of shear straining

vs. straining outside the layer.

end of the computation, just at the onset of shear band local-

ization. Note that the cell is only slightly rotated around the

x2 axis, therefore in these plots it appears to be much thinner

than it actually is. It is seen that the top part of the unit cell

has a uniform straining, which is identical to the strain field

prescribed in the material outside the layer. Near the void

there is a clear shear straining throughout the shear band, and

the void is tilting with the shear, while the void volume still

grows as seen in Fig. 3a. This tilting of the voids will lead to

the characteristic void-sheet fracture surface showing that the

voids have been smeared out while they grow to coalescence,

as was early observed in experiments by Rogers [6]. Fig. 4b

shows the deformed unit cell at the end of the computation

for ψ0 = 40o in Fig. 3. Here the void volume has stopped

growing, as seen in Fig. 3a, and indeed Fig. 4b illustrates

that relative to the shape in Fig. 4a the void has flattened

out more relative to the direction along the shear band. As

discussed above, the case in Fig. 4b is in the range where

the localization strain is increasing above the minimum and

where no localization would be predicted for a slightly larger

value of ψ0.

It is noted that the void shape evolution seen in Fig. 4 is

somewhat related to the void shape evolution found in shear

fields in [11–13]. However, in the shear band considered

here there is a tensile stress component across the band, and

therefore the void does not completely collapse here, as it

does in simple shear.

The effect of using the alternative unit cell in Fig. 1

is illustrated in Fig. 5. The alternative unit cell is chosen

to have the tilting angle ϕ0 = 25o, but any other value of

this angle could have been employed as well. A compar-

ison is here made with the type of unit cell also used for

Fig. 3, with ϕ0 = 0o. These computations are carried out for

κ1 = 0.0,κ3 = 0.5, and ψ0 = 25o, with a rather large initial

void radius given by R0/D0 = 0.5, and the meshes used here

are a little cruder than those used for Fig. 3. The figures show

the evolution of the void volume, V/V0, vs. the straining ε2

outside the layer, Fig. 5a, and of the measure, ės/ε̇0, for the

rate of shear straining, Fig. 5b. The curves are close enough

to make it convincing that the predictions are independent of

the value of ϕ0, and the agreement would be even closer if

the meshes were much finer.

Fig. 6a shows the values of the critical strain for local-

ization εc
2 as a function of the initial angle of inclination ψ0

of the layer, as defined by the curves in Fig. 3. The figure

also includes localization strains obtained for a higher stress

triaxiality, T = 0.8819 and L = −0.333, obtained by spec-

ifying κ1 = 0.25 and κ3 = 0.5 . This additional curve has

an increased tensile stress in the x1 direction, but the same

initial void geometry. As expected, the increased stress tri-

axiality leads to a lower level of the localization strains. Fig.

6b shows the same critical localization strains, but now plot-

ted against the current angle of inclination ψc of the layer in

the critical state. On the curve for κ1 = 0.0 and κ3 = 0.5 the

highest current angle shown for localization is ψc = 50.4o,

corresponding to ψ0 = 40o, which is a little higher than 45o,

as discussed above in relation to Fig. 3a. On the curve for

κ1 = 0.25 and κ3 = 0.5 the localization strain has also been



calculated for ψ0 = 45o.

Computations have been carried out for the double void

spacing in the x3 direction, C0 = 2A0, but otherwise the

same conditions as considered in Fig. 6 for κ1 = 0.25 and

κ3 = 0.5 . This gives a smaller void volume fraction in the

layer, which will make the material less prone to shear band

localization. Fig. 7a, 7b and 7c show the evolution of the

void volume, V/V0, of the relative strain, εBC/ε2, and of the

value of the rate of shear straining in the band, ės/ε̇0, vs. the

straining ε2 outside the layer, respectively. Among the four

initial angles of inclination of the layer all of the figures show

that the inclination ψ0 = 35o is the imperfection leading to

first localization, at a critical strain only slightly smaller than

that found for ψ0 = 30o.

Fig. 8a shows the localization strains taken from Fig. 7,

vs. the initial angles of inclination of the layer. For compari-

son the figure includes the corresponding curve for C0 = A0,

which was also shown in Fig. 6. Another way of reducing the

imperfection size is to consider smaller voids, R0/D0 = 0.25,

still for C0 = A0. As illustrated in Fig. 8a this also gives

much increased localization strains, but not quite as high as

those taken from Fig. 7. As a further comparison in Fig. 8a

a curve is shown for the smaller void subject to larger trans-

verse stresses, as specified by κ1 = 0.6 and κ3 = 0.5, corre-

sponding to T = 1.528 and L = −0.6 . This results in a low

level of localization strains, with the minimum at ψ0 = 40o.

In Fig. 8b the critical localization strains from Fig. 8a

are plotted against the current angle of inclination ψc in the

critical state, which will be the angle of the final fracture sur-

face. In the cases where the localization strains are relatively

high, it is seen that the imperfection layer has rotated more

before reaching the state of void-sheet fracture.

The deformed unit cell in Fig. 9 corresponds to the

end of the computation in Fig. 8 for κ1 = 0.25,κ3 = 0.5,
R0/D0 = 0.25,C0 = A0 and ψ0 = 35o. Here the void is ini-

tially smaller than those in Figs. 4a and 4b, which tends to

give later localization, but also the stress triaxiality is higher,

which tends to give earlier localization. As in the previous

figures there is a clear shear straining throughout the shear

band, and the void is tilting with the shear, but due to the

tensile stress in the x1 direction the void is less flattened out

relative to the direction along the shear band.

Predictions for axisymmetric stress states outside the

layer are shown in Fig. 10, where in all cases the value of the

Lode parameter is L=−1.0 . For κ1 = κ3 = 0.25,T = 0.667,

with R0/D0 = 0.35, the localization strains are relatively

high, and it is seen that the minimum localization strain is

found for ψ0 = 35o. For κ1 = κ3 = 0.40,T = 1.0, with

R0/D0 = 0.35, the localization strains are much lower, and

here the lowest value is found for ψ0 = 40o. The com-

putation was also carried out for ψ0 = 45o, which gave a

slightly higher localization strain. For the same void size

and stress state, but with the double spacing in the x3 di-

rection, C0 = 2A0, localization predictions are also shown in

Fig. 10. Reducing the imperfection size by doubling the

spacing in the x3 direction gives a big increase of the local-

ization strain, as was also found in Fig. 8. In this case the first

critical localization occurs for ψ0 = 30o. Also a smaller void,

R0/D0 = 0.25 for C0 = A0, with higher transverse stresses

κ1 = κ3 = 0.50,T = 1.333, has been considered, leading to

rather small localization strains with the smallest value at

ψ0 = 40o.

For the axisymmetric stress state, κ1 = κ3 = 0.50,
R0/D0 = 0.25 and ψ0 = 40o in Fig. 10 the deformed unit

cell at the onset of localization is illustrated in Fig. 11. Here

the stress triaxiality is even higher than that in Fig. 9 and the

localization condition is reached at a smaller strain. Also,

while shearing in the void region is visible in the figure, the

void shape has stayed closer to spherical due to the high tri-

axiality.

Fig. 12 shows localization strains calculated for the

stress state κ1 = 0.5 and κ3 = 1.0 . The lower curve cor-

responds to the void size R0/D0 = 0.35 . while the top curve

corresponds to the smaller void R0/D0 = 0.25 . In both cases

localization occurs at small strains, due to the high stress tri-

axiality. For the smaller void the smallest localization strain

found is that for ψ0 = 40o, while for the larger void it is

ψ0 = 45o.

To test the effect of the strain hardening exponent two

curves are shown in Fig. 13 for n= 0.2, both for the void size

R0/D0 = 0.35 . For κ1 = 0.25 and κ3 = 0.50, correspond-

ing to T = 0.7599 and L = −0.333, the localization strains

are rather high, and the first critical angle of inclination is

ψ0 = 30o, closely followed by localization at ψ0 = 25o and

at ψ0 = 35o. When both transverse stress components are

doubled, κ1 = 0.50 and κ3 = 1.0 (T = 1.667 and L = 1.0)
the localization strains are much reduced, and the first criti-

cal initial inclination is ψ0 = 35o. Comparing with Fig. 8 for

κ1 = 0.25 and κ3 = 0.50 it is seen that higher strain harden-

ing exponent in Fig. 13 gives a significant increase in the crit-

ical strain. Also comparing with the curve for R0/D0 = 0.35

in Fig. 12 it is seen that higher hardening increases the local-

ization strain noticeably.

The value of the strain hardening parameter, ε0 = 0.002,

has been used so far. To test the influence of this parameter

the curves in Fig. 13 have been recomputed using the larger

value, ε0 = 0.004 . When looking at the uniaxial stress-strain

curve for the same strain-rate it is seen that this smaller value

of ε0 affects the shape of the curve and gives a small reduc-

tion of the strain hardening. But the corresponding reduction

of the localization strains in Fig. 13 is so small that it would

be hardly visible, if plotted.

For ψ0 = 0o axisymmetric unit cell models have been

used in [26,27] to show that with time-independent plasticity

the onset of coalescence occurs when elastic unloading takes

place in all of the unit cell apart from the region just around

the void. In the context of the present elastic-viscoplastic

model this corresponds to the situation where the curve for

the relative strain, εBC/ε2 vs. time reaches an infinite slope,

analogous to that shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 7b. This anal-

ysis has been carried out for κ1 = 0.25 and κ3 = 0.5 with

R0/D0 = 0.35, corresponding to one of the lower curves in

Figs. 8a and 8b. Fig. 14 shows the deformed unit cell at the

end of the computation, where plastic flow localization and

the onset of void coalescence is predicted at the critical strain

εc
2 = 0.292 . It is noted that this critical strain value is much



larger than the corresponding first critical value εc
2 = 0.0565

found in Figs. 8a and 8b for ψ0 = 40o. This illustrates that

the criterion for the onset of void coalescence in [26] is also

valid in a non-axisymmetric case. In addition, the analysis

has been carried out for one of the cases with an axisymmet-

ric stress state, for κ1 = κ3 = 0.4 and R0/D0 = 0.35, leading

to the critical strain εc
2 = 0.208 for void coalescence. Again,

this critical strain value is much larger than the correspond-

ing first critical value εc
2 = 0.0581 found in Figs. 8a and 8b

for ψ0 = 40o. It is noted that also computations representing

voids in terms of the Gurson model, e.g. see [25], tend to

indicate a much higher strain for plastic flow localization at

ψ0 = 0o than at the angle first critical for shear band local-

ization.

In [19] the onset of void coalescence is defined as the

point in the deformation history where the ratio of the maxi-

mum to the minimum effective plastic strain rate at the void

surface first exceeds 15. For ψ0 = 0o this point is reached

earlier than the coalescence point predicted by the criterion

in [26]. For values of ψ0 in the range where shear band

instabilities occur, the final void-sheet failure in the shear

band involves void coalescence. As was already observed

by Rogers [6], the voids inside the band continue growing

towards coalescence while they are being smeared out in the

plastic shear field. The beginning of this smear out coales-

cence process is clearly seen in Figs. 4 and 9 at the point

where shear band localization starts.

Localization in shear bands can also occur without any

voids in the material, as shown in [22] for crystal plasticity,

where a vertex forms on the yield surface. Such shear band

formation without the presence of voids is also predicted by

J2 corner theory [28] as illustrated in [29, 30].

5 Discussion

The present paper extends the method for shear band

analysis proposed in [16] to study the effect of an imperfec-

tion in the form of a 3D layer of voids. The material region

containing the voids is made sufficiently wide so that the

numerically resolved stress and strain states near the outer

edges of the region get to agree closely with the fields speci-

fied in the uniform material outside the region.

The parametric study has shown how the predicted lo-

calization strains depend on the void size relative to spacing

along the shear direction, and on an increased spacing trans-

verse to the shear direction. Also on the stress state specified

for the material outside the void layer, and on the strain hard-

ening level. The specified stress states include both situations

near plane strain, axisymmetric stress states, and other stress

states. For each set of parameters considered the possibil-

ity of shear band localization has only been analysed for a

limited number of initial angles of inclination of the layer of

voids, with a spacing of 5o between the inclinations consid-

ered. This is sufficiently close to get a good estimate of the

lowest critical strain for localization.

The top curve in Fig. 6 for uniaxial plane strain tension

with T = 0.577 gives the critical strain εc
2 = 0.149 . This can

be compared with the second highest curved in Fig. 10, for

the same void size, where under axisymmetric conditions the

critical strain is higher, εc
2 = 0.211, even though the stress

triaxixality is a little higher, T=0.667 . This illustrates the

known tendency that axisymmetric stress states give later lo-

calization than plane strain.

The effect of double void spacing in the transverse di-

rection, C0 = 2A0, has been compared with the usual void

spacing, C0 = A0, in both Figs. 8 and 10. With the double

spacing the voids have to enforce shearing in much more un-

damaged material between two neighbouring inclined rows

of voids. In both figures it is seen that this results in a signif-

icant delay of shear band localization.

In the present elastic-viscoplastic analyses the strain rate

exponent has been taken to be m = 0.01 . It is know that this

will delay the onset of localization a little. This has been

seen in recent analyses of cavitation instabilities [31]. Also

analyses of sheet necking [32] have shown such a delay.

With the initially spherical voids it has been possible to

follow the shape evolution near the stage where the shear

band instability is reached, and it has been shown that the

void is flattening out relative to the direction along the shear

band, while it is simultaneously rotating with the shear.

At the same time the void volume is growing leading to-

wards the void-sheet fracture mechanism, where the voids

are smeared out along the shear band while they grow to co-

alescence. It has also been illustrated that for a band inclina-

tion slightly larger than that critical for shear bands the void

flattens out more and the void volume stops growing.

With the method for shear band analysis proposed in

[16] the unit cell has mostly been taken parallel to the main

tensile direction. A number of tilted unit cells are equally

useful for the analysis, which has been illustrated by com-

paring the results obtained by two different unit cells with

different angles of tilting relative to the main tensile direc-

tion.

Also for ψ0 = 0o a plastic flow localization is pre-

dicted, which corresponds to the criterion used by Koplik

and Needleman [26] for calculating the onset of void coa-

lescence. Both for an axisymmetric stress state and for a

non-axisymmetric stress state calculations using the present

model with ψ0 = 0o have been carried out. In both cases

it has been found that the onset of void coalescence, as de-

fined by the criterion in [26], is predicted at a significantly

higher strain than the corresponding first critical strain for

shear band localization.

Here, isotropic hardening has been considered, but it

is known from previous analyses of shear band localization

that kinematic hardening would tend to predict earlier local-

ization than that found by isotropic hardening. Comparison

with localization predictions by J2 corner theory of plastic-

ity [28, 29] has shown that the higher curvature of the yield

surface in kinematic hardening has an effect like that of a

rounded vertex. This effect of a rounded vertex has also been

shown for a kinematic hardening version of a porous ductile

material model [33].

An initial plastic anisotropy in the material around the

voids would typically have a strong effect on void growth

predictions [34], and is expected to have a strong influence



on localization predictions as those carried out here. Further

results on that require elaborate studies. Some such studies

are being carried out now.
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Fig. 4. Deformed unit cell at the end of the computation with

κ1 = 0.0 and κ3 = 0.5, see Fig. 3. a) ψ0 = 35o. b) ψ0 = 40o.
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Fig. 9. Deformed unit cell at the end of the computation for ψ0 =
35o, with κ1 = 0.25, and κ3 = 0.5 and R0/D0 = 0.25 , see Fig.

8.
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Fig. 11. Deformed unit cell at the end of the computation for ψ0 =
40o, with κ1 = κ3 = 0.5 and R0/D0 = 0.25 , see Fig. 10.
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Fig. 14. Deformed unit cell at the end of the computation for ψ0 =
0o, with κ1 = 0.25,κ3 = 0.5 and R0/D0 = 0.35 .


